OCTOBER 2021 NEW RELEASES
From the Bengal, British Blue,
Burmese, Siamese, Persian or plain
tabby, this book caters for every
feline fanatic.

Where They Purr: Inspirational Interiors and the Cats Who Call Them Home
Paul Barbera

Cats can be notoriously aloof, yet they have a special knack for commanding a room. But what can these
curious creatures reveal about their owners’ personal style and design sensibilities?
Where They Purr showcases twenty-eight inspirational houses and their creative interiors, along with
the charismatic felines who call these places home. From a heritage-listed Victorian terrace to a modern
farmhouse with panoramic vistas, an art-filled inner-city apartment to a cosy rental that reveals the power
of classic pieces and clever design, discover each cat’s domain and their predilection for sunlit nooks, midcentury furniture or rooms with a view.
Through stunning photography, Paul Barbera captures these enviable homes and the enigmatic qualities of
our most contrary of domestic companions: the cat.
Resident Dog
SOR FOR
AU$39.99
12 MONTHS
ISBN: 9781760760847
FROM

240 pages, 275 x 215 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760761844		
Thames & Hudson Australia

30/10/21

AU$65.00
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THE CITY GARDENER
Taking on urban spaces big
and small, The City Gardener
provides design-driven
solutions and inspiration
adaptable for all garden types.

The City Gardener: Contemporary Urban Gardens
Richard Unsworth
The City Gardener demonstrates how inspired design can optimise the space we have, whether large or
small, to create a plant paradise. The book explores twenty private gardens created by Richard Unsworth
and his design practice, Garden Life. Ranging from 38 to 1385 square metres, the gardens run the gamut of
possibilities for revolutionising urban home life outdoors.
Garden plans detailing layout and materials, as well as full planting lists, accompany each case study, and
expert tips on design principles, planting palettes, furnishings and finishes make this the ultimate urban
gardening resource. The City Gardener will inspire, educate and empower readers to celebrate and engage
with their outdoor spaces.
256 pages, 205 x 260 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760761301		
Thames & Hudson Australia

AU$49.99

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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HOW TO FRENCH COUNTRY

How to French Country: Colour and Design Inspiration from Southwest France
Sara Silm
The ultimate guide to surrounding yourself with French country style, wherever you are.
From deep in the countryside of southwest France comes a comprehensive guide to surrounding yourself
with French country style wherever you are. Capturing the beauty and quietude of the region, interior
designer and journalist Sara Silm distils the unique colours, textures and flavours of this distinctive corner
of the world.
Coupling detailed, practical design knowledge with evocative notes on rural French life and choice recipes,
How to French Country provides a recipe for gentler living and for refocusing on all that we hold dear.
256 pages, 260 x 200 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760760984		
Thames & Hudson Australia

AU$59.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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NO, YOU’RE NOT ENTITLED TO YOUR OPINION
The best of the best:
A decade of The
Conversation essays.
Global content for a
local audience.

From its early days
as an unknown startup, The Conversation
published landmark
essays such as Patrick
Stokes’s ‘No, you’re
not entitled to your
opinion’, which saw
the organisation grow
into an important and
valued part of the news
media.
It has since expanded
to eight regions
around the world and
is published in four
languages.

Contributors include:
Eva Cox
Michelle Grattan
Raimond Gaita
Tim Flannery
Judith Brett
Patrick Stokes
Denis Muller
Alison Whittaker
Peter Ellerton
Frank Bongiorno
Alice Gorman
Robyn J Whitaker
Clare Corbould
Jennifer Power
Leah Ruppanner
Michelle Arrow
Andrew Whitehouse
Xanthe Mallett

The Conversation
has 6 million monthly
readers, 125k
newsletter subscribers,
297k followers on
Facebook, 182k
on Twitter, 23k on
Instagram, and 10.5k
donors.

No, You’re Not Entitled to Your Opinion:
And 49 Other Essays That Got the World Talking
The Conversation (Edited By Alexandra Hansen)
Contained within this ten-year anniversary collection are the essays that put The Conversation on the map:
contemporary slavery, how Jesus wasn’t white, the close friendships birds form with people and how long
sex usually lasts, among others. There are timeless thought pieces to analysis of some of the biggest news
events of recent times – the election of Donald Trump, Brexit, coronavirus and the #MeToo movement – as
well as insights into why bad moods are good for you and why tests won’t help kids who are poor spellers.
These pieces chart not only the course of one media organisation but also the world over the past decade.
256 pages, 234 x 153 mm (PB)
Thames & Hudson Australia
ISBN: 9781760762315

2020: The Year That Changed Us
SOR FOR
AU$21.99
12 MONTHS
ISBN: 9781760761325
FROM
30/10/21

AU$29.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300
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NATURE & ENVIRONMENTS
A Fire Inside:
The Power of the Human Help Reflex
Matthew Abbott
Accompanies the documentary film A Fire Inside which
will premiere at the Sydney Film Festival, followed by a
national cinematic release in October 2021.
If this book is about the events of Australia’s Black Summer
bush fires, it is also about the nature and resilience of the
Australian people. The devastation was there for all to see.
What was harder to capture was the way every Australian
responded. A nation forged by fire and defined by help.
Matthew Abbott spent months on location capturing the
catastrophic events as they unfolded firsthand, and his
compelling images made headlines around the world. His
photographs have etched themselves into our collective
memory, as have the stories behind them: first-person
accounts from the people on the ground – firefighters and
wildlife rescuers, bystanders who became upstanders, doing
what they could to help – reveal a nation galvanised to help.
256 pages, 279 x 216 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760762421		
Thames & Hudson Australia

AU$55.00
Birds
Tim Flach

Working for years in his studio and in the field, internationally
acclaimed photographer Tim Flach has portrayed nature’s
most alluring creatures alertly at rest and dramatically in flight,
capturing intricate feather patterns and subtle colouration
invisible to the naked eye. From familiar friends, including the
king penguin and the black swan, to marvellous rarities, such
as the kagu and the Bali myna, Flach conveys the dazzling
diversity of birds. Witness the shy gaze of the southern
cassowary and the fearless stare of the Andean condor; marvel
at the peregrine falcon – the fastest animal on Earth – and the
iridescent plumage of the Himalayan monal. Text by prominent
ornithologist Richard O. Prum takes the reader into the deep
history of birds, ancestors of the dinosaurs living among us.
336 pages, 340 x 267 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760762001		
Thames & Hudson Australia

AU$90.00

Endangered
AU$49.99
ISBN: 9781760760724

SOR FOR
12 MONTHS FROM
30 OCTOBER 2021

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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AT THE GALLERY

At the Gallery: An Art Memory Game
Kim Siew
Art lovers rejoice! We’re off to the gallery.
Match 25 of the world’s most iconic artists with one of their famous works. From classical to contemporary,
Tracey Emin to Louise Bourgeois, this might be the most exciting and diverse gallery you’ve ever visited.
Featuring artists such as Margaret Kilgallen, Hokusai, Judy Chicago, Frida Kahlo, Jean- Michel Basquiat, Keith
Haring, Louise Nevelson, Kara Walker, Annie Liebowitz, Tracey Emin, Patricia Piccinini and Henri Matisse.
50 cards in a box
ISBN: 9781760761943 Thames & Hudson Australia

AU$24.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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MUSIC
The Beatles: Get Back
The Beatles
The most anticipated book in more than a decade by
the legendary band, The Beatles: Get Back is the official
account of the creation of their final album, Let It Be, told
in The Beatles’ own words, illustrated with hundreds
of previously unpublished images, including photos by
Ethan A. Russell and Linda McCartney. Half a century
after the 1970 Let It Be album and film, this milestone
book coincides with the global release of Peter Jackson’s
documentary feature film, The Beatles: Get Back.
240 pages, 302 x 250 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780935112962
Callaway Arts & Entertainment

AU$80.00

SOR FOR 12 MONTHS FROM 31 OCTOBER 2021
Imagine
John Yoko
AU$65.00

John & Yoko
Plastic Ono
Band
AU$80.00

ISBN: 9780500021842

ISBN: 9780500023433

The Rolling Stones: Unzipped
The Rolling Stones
More than fifty years after they began, The Rolling Stones continue
to thrill and surprise audiences with animated performances of
immediacy and boldness. Published to accompany the major
touring exhibition of the same name, this book captures the
compelling character and dynamic spectacle of the band through
distinctive photography and textual insights by band members
and their creative collaborators.
The book opens with an incisive, illustrated narrative essay by
music journalist Anthony DeCurtis. In addition to stills from films,
videos and documentary footage, vivid photographic sections
showcase the Stones’ musical instruments, their stage clothing,
album cover designs, notebooks with lyrics and tape boxes from
the original recording sessions.
The Rolling Stones – Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Charlie Watts
and Ronnie Wood – have all been interviewed specially for the
exhibition and book. Anthony DeCurtis is an author and music
critic. He has written for the New York Times and Rolling Stone.
288 pages, 317 x 241 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500023853		
Thames & Hudson

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

AU$70.00
t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au
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SLIM AARONS: STYLE
SLIM AARONS BACKLIST
SOR FOR 12 MONTHS FROM 31
OCTOBER 2021
Slim Aarons: Women
AU$120.00
ISBN: 9781419722424

Poolside with Slim
Aarons
AU$100.00
ISBN: 9780810994072
Slim Aarons:
A Place in the Sun
AU$100.00
ISBN: 9780810959354
Slim Aarons:
La Dolce Vita
AU$120.00
ISBN: 9781419700606
Slim Aarons:
Once Upon a Time
AU$120.00
ISBN: 9780810946033

Slim Aarons: Style
Shawn Waldron and Kate Betts

Slim Aarons, at least according to the man himself, did not photograph fashion: “I didn’t do fashion. I did the
people in their clothes that became the fashion.” But despite what he claimed, Aarons’s incredibly influential
photographs of high society and socialites being unambiguously themselves are still a source of inspiration
for modern day style icons.
Slim Aarons: Style showcases the photographs that both recorded and influenced the luminaries of the
fashion world. It features early black-and-white fashion photography, as well as portraits of the fashionable
elite – like Jacqueline de Ribes, C.Z. Guest, Nan Kempner, and Marisa Berenson – and those that designed the
clothes, such as Oscar de la Renta, Emilio Pucci, Mary McFadden, and Lilly Pulitzer. Featuring some neverbefore-seen images and detailed captions written by fashion historians, Slim Aarons: Style is a collection of
the photographer’s most stylish work.
240 pages, 305 x 254 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419746178		
Abrams

AU$120.00

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477
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LUXURY
Chanel N°5
Pauline Dreyfus
Arguably the most famous perfume in the world – most
memorably endorsed by Marilyn Monroe – Chanel N°5
continues to fascinate and claims millions of devotees around
the world. Created in 1921 by Coco Chanel, the perfume was
one of the first to use synthetics. To complement her pioneering
fashion, Chanel wanted to give the modern woman ‘a perfume,
but an artificial perfume...not rose or lily of the valley...a perfume
that is compound’, presented in a distinctively pared-back glass
bottle that would become an icon in its own right (inspiring a
series of works by Andy Warhol decades later).
Presented in two volumes (one on the early years of Chanel
N°5 from 1921 to 1945, the other on the period in which
Chanel N°5 went truly global, from the postwar years to today),
Chanel N°5 explores the evolution of the perfume’s packaging,
composition, manufacture and marketing, with unprecedented
access to the Chanel archives and those tasked with creating
the fragrance today.
325 x 265 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500023129

Thames & Hudson

FIRM SALE

AU$300.00
Silk: Fibre, Fabric and Fashion
Edited by Ana Cabrera Lafuente

The complete visual account of how silk has been cultivated, woven, dyed, patterned,
traded and worn throughout the world over 6,000 years of human history. Structured
by technique, this compendium showcases a rich variety of artworks, furnishings and
clothing, including fashions from recent designer catwalk shows in North America, Asia
and Europe. Silk will inform every student, connoisseur and admirer of beautiful textiles.
504 pages, 280 x 230 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500480656		
Thames & Hudson

AU$130.00

William Morris
Anna Mason

A pioneer of the Arts & Crafts Movement, William Morris is one of the most influential
designers of all time. He turned the tide of Victorian England against an increasingly
industrialized manufacturing process towards a rediscovered respect for the skill of the
maker. Published to mark the 125th anniversary of his death, this book includes chapters
on painting, church decoration, furniture, wallpaper, textiles, calligraphy and publishing.
384 pages, 280 x 235 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500480502		
Thames & Hudson

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

AU$100.00

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Living Well by Design
Melissa Penfold
Melissa Penfold, Australia’s foremost authority on style and design, regularly attracts a worldwide audience
of more than 1.8 million to her website, newsletter, and Instagram account. Now she has distilled her three
decades of expertise into a single volume, identifying the basic decorating principles – including light and
space, composition and balance, and pattern and texture – and offering hundreds of invaluable tips on how
to apply them to turn your house into a home that is comfortable, intimate, beautiful, and the most authentic
expression of your personal aesthetic. Illustrated with images of her own home and inspirational homes
around the world, Living Well by Design is an indispensable resource for everyone eager to create interiors
in which decorating fundamentals are integrally interwoven with individual style.
208 pages, 305 x 235 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865653955		
The Vendome Press

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

AU$70.00
t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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INTERIOR DESIGN
Feels Like Home: Relaxed Interiors for a
Meaningful Life
Lauren Liess
The third design book from the TV and social media
star and author of Habitat and Down to Earth, Feels Like
Home explores the emotional connection that a home
can have to a person’s life.
The book includes practical design information, with
never-before-seen case studies on a variety of homes
including a beach cottage, a farmhouse, a home in the
woods, a Spanish colonial, and other more traditional
homes. Each case study explores a hardworking design
aspect (such as proportion, scale, and color), while
also focusing on the emotional aspect of the home.
The chapters are inspired by the following themes:
comfort, calm, excitement, belonging, carefree, love, and
contentment. Leiss encourages readers to think beyond
just the objects in their homes and explore how design
informs an intentional, happy, and authentic life.
288 pages, 254 x 216 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419751196		
Abrams

AU$60.00
Todd Saunders: New Northern Houses
Dominic Bradbury
Norway-based Canadian architect Todd Saunders’ unique
approach, set in some of the most remote locations on earth,
splices modern sculptural forms with a deeply rooted respect
for nature. This is the first book to focus on Saunders’ houses
and features eleven of his most recent and iconic projects
across Scandinavia and Canada, many of which are in are
stunning landscapes. Featuring a wealth of inspiring exterior
and Nordic-style interior shots, each house is illustrated with
photography specially commissioned for the book and are
accompanied by texts written by Dominic Bradbury in close
collaboration with the architect.
256 pages, 260 x 300 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500343685		
Thames & Hudson

AU$100.00

DOMINIC BRADBURY BACKLIST					SOR FOR 12 MONTHS FROM 31 OCTOBER 2021
Off the Grid
AU$70.00
ISBN: 9780500021422

New Nordic Houses
AU$70.00
ISBN: 9780500021552

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

Mid-Century Modern Design
AU$80.00
ISBN: 9780500023471

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au
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INTERIORS FROM VENDOME
New York Interiors
Simon Upton
A striking visual homage to the Big Apple by leading interiors photographer
Simon Upton.
In his first book, renowned interiors photographer Simon Upton turns his
camera on one of his most-loved destinations in this personal exploration
of fashionable homes in New York City. Urbane and characterful, New
York Interiors unveils the photographer’s favorite interior projects from the
city, among them the homes of Aerin Lauder, Hamish Bowles, Stephen
Sills. Michael S. Smith, Steven Gambrel, and Cynthia Frank, among others,
intertwined with images of the metropolis and its most stylish residents.
360 pages, 305 x 235 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865653887		
The Vendome Press

AU$120.00

Modern English: Todhunter Earle Interiors
Helen Chislett
Founded by Emily Todhunter and Kate Earle in 1998 and based in Chelsea,
London, the design studio Todhunter Earle is renowned for creating
beautiful, sensitively considered interiors around the world. With a hugely
diverse mix of projects, ranging from traditional country estates and
uber-contemporary town houses to ski chalets, yachts, boutique hotels,
and fashionable restaurants, one key element remains constant: their
commitment to imbuing interiors with passion, dedication, and sensibility
to place. They are proud to share some of their creative secrets in this
stunning volume featuring 18 landmark projects.
272 pages, 300 x 260 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865653931		
The Vendome Press

AU$100.00

Rowdy Meadow: House–Land–Art
Anne Walker
Welcome to Rowdy Meadow, a visionary house that is a complete work of art,
from its architecture, interior design, furnishings, and collection of contemporary
art to its landscape architecture and private sculpture park. Inspired by Czech
Cubism, it is unlike any other house, anywhere. Here, Anne Walker guides the
reader through the house room by room, showcasing furnishings spanning the
Arts and Crafts era through Art Deco, with pieces by Emile- Jacques Ruhlmann,
Josef Hoffmann, Dagobert Peche, Eileen Gray, and Gio Ponti, fine art by Walton
Ford, James Lee Byars, and others, as well as bespoke installations so expertly
woven into the design that they virtually become part of the fabric of the house.
280 pages, 330 x 254 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865653979		
The Vendome Press

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

AU$120.00

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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INTERIORS FROM VENDOME
Beachside: Windsor Architecture and Design
Hadley Keller
The community of Windsor is located on a barrier island between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Indian River in Vero Beach, Florida. Planned by the renowned
New Urbanists Andrés Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, this sublimely
landscaped, pedestrian-friendly village by the sea boasts houses by A-list
architects and top interior designers. Beachside presents a wide array of the
houses, indoors and out. Organized room by room, it highlights the myriad
ways of creating elegant yet casual seaside living, from bougainvillea-framed
entrances to airy, breezy open-plan public rooms to cozy studies and bedrooms
that open onto balconies with sweeping ocean views.
272 pages, 305 x 235 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865654037		
The Vendome Press

AU$100.00

Safari Style: Exceptional African Camps and Lodges
Melissa Biggs Bradley
Stunning photographic volume showcasing the stylistic diversity of
Africa’s foremost luxury and eco-safari lodge.
Safari Style unveils Africa’s new generation of camps and lodges in a lavish
volume of spectacular photographs. The book captures the astonishing
settings and design ingenuity of the 21st century safari destination – from the
classic lodges of Kenya to the indulgent resorts of South Africa and the inspired
eco-design of Rwanda’s new camps and lodges. The properties featured here
have been handpicked for their outstanding locations in wildlife enclaves, and
for their distinctly regional architecture and interiors,
352 pages, 305 x 235 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865653863		
The Vendome Press

AU$130.00

Dragons & Pagodas: A Celebration of Chinoiserie
Aldous Bertram
A gorgeously illustrated celebration of chinoiserie from its origins in the 13th
century through its explosion in the 18th century to its resurgence today. The
book is organized by theme, including porcelain, color and pattern, flora, fauna,
people, architecture, and tropical exoticism. Each chapter is bursting with
images of everything from grand European summer palaces and whimsical
pagoda follies to charming details of screens, porcelain figurines, and ornate
plasterwork, from modern rooms swathed in floral wallpaper to paintings,
tapestries, and palm-topped columns. Dragons & Pagodas is an irresistible
confection and an example of chinoiserie in its own right.
256 pages, 304 x 235 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780865653849		
The Vendome Press

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

AU$100.00

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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DOUG AITKEN
Produced on the occasion of Doug
Aitken’s major survey at the Museum
of Contemporary Art Australia, Sydney,
Doug Aitken: New Era documents his
acclaimed museum works, landscape
interventions and live happenings.

Doug Aitken: New Era
Edited by Rachel Kent
American artist Doug Aitken is internationally recognised for his ambitious practice that incorporates
objects, installations, photographs and vast, multi-screen environments that envelop viewers within a
kaleidoscope of moving imagery and sound. Aitken has realised museum projects around the world, as well
as monumental interventions within the natural landscape and below the ocean’s surface.
This beautifully designed book encompasses the breadth of Aitken’s artistic practice and is produced on the
occasion of his survey at the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) Australia. Edited by chief curator Rachel
Kent, it features a series of in-depth interviews that provide fascinating insights into Aitken’s creative thinking,
and a series of image plates documenting his most acclaimed works. Informative and visually compelling, it
is sure to be a favourite among Aitken’s collectors, as well as those interested in contemporary art.
288 pages, 316 x 242 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760761981		
THA x MCA Australia

AU$70.00

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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ART
A Brief History of Black British Art
Rianna Jade Parker

RELEASING SEPTEMBER

Taking its starting point as the Windrush-era Caribbean Artists Movement, and
considering and contextualising the political, cultural, and artistic climate from which
it emerged, this concise introduction showcases the work of seventy Black-British
artists from the 1930s until the present. This is a timely and accessible introduction
celebrating Black-British artists and their outstanding contribution to art history.
160 pages, 178 x 140 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781849767569		
Tate

AU$29.99

Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement
Whitney Chadwick
This pioneering book stands as the most comprehensive treatment of the lives, ideas and
art works of the remarkable group of women who were an essential part of the Surrealist
movement. Frida Kahlo, Meret Oppenheim and Dorothea Tanning, among many others,
became an embodiment of their age as they struggled towards artistic maturity and their
own ‘liberation of the spirit’ in the context of the Surrealist revolution.
320 pages, 229 x 152 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9780500296165		
Thames & Hudson

AU$39.99

Helen Levitt
Jean-François Chevrier

Brooklyn-born photographer Helen Levitt was an assistant to Walker Evans and a friend
of Henri Cartier-Bresson, but forged her own path with fierce independence and endless
curiosity about the world around her. She is best known for her street photography, capturing
children at play on the streets of Depression-era New York, but she also cast her eye upon
the adult world, seeking out moments of movement, transience and theatricality.
144 pages, 190 x 125 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9780500411193		
Thames & Hudson

AU$24.99

Shigeko Kubota:
Liquid Reality
Erica Papernik-Shimizu

Christoph Dahlhausen:
Lightborn
Sophie Rose

AU$60.00
Released in conjunction with
a major exhibition at MoMA.
184 pages, 270 x 230mm (HB)
MoMA
ISBN: 9781633451285

AU$80.00
A German and Melbourne
based multimedia artist.
192 pages, 280 x 240mm (HB)
Skira
ISBN: 9788857245485

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au
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FOOD & COOKING
Arty Parties: An Entertaining Cookbook from the Creator of
Salad for President
Julia Sherman
In her follow-up cookbook to Salad for President, artist, chef, and social media star
Julia Sherman explores how artists entertain, with recipes and ideas for inspired
get-togethers. Featuring colorful food that is confident in its simplicity, Sherman
shares easy-to-follow recipes that value imaginative flavor combinations over
complexity: dishes like sliced melon and fried sage; cucumbers with tahini and
sriracha; and radishes with miso-ghee. Utterly unique and beautifully designed,
Arty Parties is a guide to creating meaningful experiences that nourish both the
host and their guests.
304 pages, 277 x 204 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419747854		
Abrams

AU$55.00

Upper Crust: Homemade Bread the French Way
Marie-Laure Fréchet
The quintessential staple of French cuisine is the humble baguette, but the
country’s bread baking tradition – along with variations assimilated from
other world cultures – offers a vast repertoire. With an introduction to the
history of French bread, guidelines to help the home baker select the right
ingredients – grain and flour varieties, water, salt, and starter – this book
details the step-by-step techniques and fundamentals of bread making:
from feeding the starter, kneading and preparing the dough, and baking,
to more than 100 recipes. For each recipe, pictograms indicate the level of
difficulty, time required, type of starter, and whether a recipe is gluten-free.
448 pages, 310 x 240 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9782081517073		
Flammarion

AU$60.00
A Cookbook for Millennials: And Literally Anyone
Else but IDK If the Jokes Will Make Sense Sorry :(
Caleb Couturie (Illustrated By Benji Zeller)

Look, your parents can’t cook for you forever and you can’t have
every meal delivered!
Is avocado toast your primary food group? Do you own a small
family of succulents? Do you suck at cooking but thrive at brunch?
Well, you might be a millennial who would enjoy this cookbook. You
might not even be a millennial! That’s okay. You’ll get more than 30
delicious recipes that anyone can easily conquer. Buy now! Or don’t.
No pressure.
64 pages, 203 x 203 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781951836320		

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

Cameron Books

AU$21.99
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HOME & CRAFTS
Flowers by Design
Creating Arrangements for Your Space

Flowers are classic, timeless design elements that enliven your home and your life. Flower
arrangements can act as an extension of your style and your tastes, complementing and
accenting the aesthetic in your home. Ingrid Carozzi brought us beautiful arrangements
in her first book, Handpicked, and is now offering even more tips and techniques to
bring the joy of flowers into your space in new and fresh ways.
160 pages, 254 x 204 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419746185		
Abrams

AU$35.00

The Healthy Garden: Simple Steps for a Greener World
Kathleen Norris Brenzel and Mary-Kate Mackey

Part-gardening bible, part-call to action, award-winning authors Kathleen Norris Brenzel
and Mary-Kate Mackey present advice, tips, and how-tos for gardeners seeking better
health, increased happiness, and stronger communities. With its can-do, Victory Garden
approach, The Healthy Garden is essential for anyone seeking to live closer to nature in
their own backyards.
208 pages, 254 x 204 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419754616		
Abrams

AU$39.99

Knitted Gifts for All Seasons: Easy Projects to Make and Share
Wendy Bernard
Knitted Gifts for All Seasons is packed with 30 new garments and accessories.
Projects are organized by season and range from cozy slippers, mittens, and a pompom wreath to Fair Isle yoke-neck sweaters. Embracing the full calendar year and a
wide spectrum of reasons to gift knits, each project captures the season’s essence
through color scheme and project type, resulting in a well-rounded and unique book.
176 pages, 242 x 216 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781419746246		
Abrams

AU$35.00

The Tunisian Crochet Handbook: A Beginner’s Guide
Toni Lipsey

From fiber artist Toni Lipsey of TL Yarn Craft, an introduction to the craft of Tunisian
crochet – a unique crochet style that looks more like knitting – with 20 projects for
beginners. Every shawl, garment, and accessory featured takes makers beyond the
basics, introducing new stitches to expand their skill sets. Crochet continues to grow
in popularity, and this guidebook offers a new take on the timeless classic.
176 pages, 242 x 216 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781419747182		
Abrams

AU$35.00

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au
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HISTORY
Prince Philip 1921-2021: A Celebration
Deborah Clarke and Sally Goodsir

This souvenir publication celebrates the remarkable 99-year life of His Royal Highness
Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh, Britain’s longest serving consort. Drawing on
private archives as well as official records, and with more than 150 images of His Royal
Highness, this personal yet authoritative account offers a fresh look at a lifetime of
achievements.
144 pages, 210 x 170 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781909741805		
Royal Collection Trust

AU$35.00

Egyptian Mythology: A Traveller’s Guide from Aswan to Alexandria
Garry J. Shaw
Shaw guides us on an entertaining and inventive tour up the Nile, through a beautiful and
fascinating landscape populated with a rich mythology: the stories of Horus, Isis, Osiris and
their enemies and allies, stories of vengeance, tragedy and fantastic metamorphoses. This
traveller’s guide to mythology not only retells these stories but reconnects them to the temples
and monuments that still stand today, offering a fresh look at the most visited sites of Egypt.
256 pages, 216 x 135 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500252284		
Thames & Hudson

AU$29.99

The Treasures of Tutankhamun
Garry J. Shaw

This beautifully illustrated book brings to life the greatest treasures from the tomb of
Tutankhamun. Fifty of the most important objects on display today are each accompanied
by a short, accessible text. This is the perfect pocket-sized companion for anyone visiting
the Tutankhamun exhibition travelling around the world, the New Egyptian Museum in Giza
or any of the renowned collections of Egyptology in museums across the world.
192 pages, 170 x 120 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500052181		
Thames & Hudson

AU$24.99

Memento Mori: The Dead Among Us
Paul Koudounaris

Memento Mori takes the reader on a ghoulish but beautiful tour of some of the world’s more
unusual sacred sites and traditions, in which human remains are displayed for the benefit of
the living. From burial caves in Indonesia festooned with bones, to skulls smoking cigarettes
and decorated with garlands of flowers in South America, Paul Koudounaris ventures beyond
the grave to find messages of hope and salvation.
216 pages, 280 x 187 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500252611		
Thames & Hudson

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

AU$49.99
t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300
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ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN & TRAVEL
Once Upon a Hong Kong: 2021 Edition
Don Mak
A visual memoir like no other, Once Upon a Hong Kong is a stirring collection of
personal work by artist-illustrator Don Mak that captures scenes of everyday life
in an ever-evolving city where traces of the past continue to disappear. A heartfelt
and at times haunting tribute to his beloved home, Don’s first book also features a
striking use of colour and authentic storytelling depicting meaningful moments that
will forever remain frozen in time.
48 pages, 220 x 273 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9789887566502		

AU$49.99

Viction-Viction

The Making of M+
M+

The new M+ museum of modern and contemporary visual culture will open its permanent
new home in the West Kowloon Cultural District of Hong Kong in the autumn of 2021.
Designed by Herzog & de Meuron, the building is set to become a striking landmark on
the waterfront of Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbour. The Making of M+ is an immersive visual
encounter with the many stages of the museum’s evolution.
720 pages, 200 x 150 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9780500024355		
Thames & Hudson

AU$49.99

100 Churches of Venice and
the Lagoon
Alejandro Merizalde

The Stained-Glass Windows
of St. Andrew’s Dune
Church: Southampton,
New York
Alice Cooney Frelinghuysen

AU$100.00
An in-depth view of Venetian
culture and history through
its places of worship.

AU$100.00
208 pages, 305 x 235mm (HB)
The Vendome Press
ISBN: 9780865654044

112 pages, 230 x 230mm (HB)
Damiani
ISBN: 9788862087490

The Wyvern Collection:
Medieval and Renaissance Enamels and Other Works of Art
Paul Williamson

With more than 250 objects, all specially photographed, this is more than a handbook
to an especially rich part of one of the greatest private collections. It is a detailed and
authoritative guide to medieval and Renaissance enamels and other works of art, a
stimulus to further research and a feast for the eyes.
480 pages, 276 x 219 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500024560		
Thames & Hudson

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

AU$130.00
t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300
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ENTERTAINMENT & DESIGN
Through the Prism: Untold rock stories from the Hipgnosis archive
Aubrey Powell

In fifteen thematic chapters, Aubrey Powell presents the most intriguing stories of
creative endeavour, difficult relationships, excessive lifestyles and bizarre events from
the world of rock, featuring an eclectic cast of pop stars, comedians, actors, managers,
gangsters and world figures from 1966 on. This thrilling volume is packed with personal
anecdotes and is richly illustrated with Hipgnosis artwork and Powell’s own photographs.
320 pages, 234 x 153 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500252376		
Thames & Hudson

AU$60.00

Fun City Cinema: New York City and the Movies that Made It
Jason Bailey

Fun City Cinema gives readers an in-depth look at how the rise, fall, and resurrection of
New York City was captured and chronicled in ten iconic Gotham films across ten
decades: The Jazz Singer (1927), King Kong (1933), The Naked City (1948), Sweet Smell
of Success (1957), Midnight Cowboy (1969), Taxi Driver (1976), Wall Street (1987), Kids
(1995), 25th Hour (2002), and Frances Ha (2012).
352 pages, 277 x 229 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419747816		
Abrams

AU$60.00

Supreme Actresses:
Iconic Black Women Who Revolutionized Hollywood
Marcellas Reynolds

The first-ever art book dedicated to celebrating Black actresses and exploring their
experiences in acting. Through stunning photographs, personal interviews, short
biographies, and career milestones, Supreme Actresses chronicles the most influential
Black actresses who have worked in film, television, and theater.
224 pages, 305 x 229 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419756276		
Abrams

AU$70.00

Fast Company Innovation by Design: Creative Ideas that Transform
the Way We Live and Work
Stephanie Mehta and Editors of Fast Company
Fast Company, the world’s leading business media brand, offers a comprehensive and
vibrant look at the way design has permeated all areas of life and work. From fashion to
architecture to office plans, and from digital processes to artisanal craftsmanship, design
is having a moment in business. Or maybe business is finally having its design moment.
256 pages, 254 x 204 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419749919		
Abrams

AU$59.99

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300
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COMICS, GRAPHIC NOVELS & MEMOIRS
Marvel Value Stamps
Marvel Entertainment

RELISTED – DUES HELD

The story of the most inspired comic book promotional campaign of all time, collected
here for the first time. In 1974, Marvel Comics publisher Stan Lee devised an ingenious
promotional campaign— Marvel Value Stamps. The original stamp books, stamps, and all
of the surrounding ephemera and source material are collected into one must-have volume
for collectors and fans, along with text from Marvel Comics historian Roy Thomas.
368 pages, 229 x 166 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419743443		
Abrams ComicArts

AU$35.00

Run: Book One
John Lewis
To John Lewis, the civil rights movement came to an end with the signing of the Voting Rights
Act in 1965. But that was after more than five years as one of the preeminent figures of
the movement, leading sit-in protests and fighting segregation on interstate busways as an
original Freedom Rider. In Run: Book One, John Lewis tells this often overlooked chapter of
civil rights history.
160 pages, 241 x 165 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419730696		
Abrams ComicArts

AU$35.00

Brian Blomerth’s Mycelium Wassonii
Brian Blomerth
Brian Blomerth first fused his irreverent underground comix style with heavily-researched
history in 2019’s Bicycle Day, a Technicolor retelling of the discovery of LSD. Now, he continues
his wild and woolly excursions into the history of mind expansion with Mycelium Wassonii,
an account of the lives and trips of R. Gordon and Valentina Wasson, the pioneering scientist
couple responsible for popularizing the use of psychedelic mushrooms.
192 pages, 229 x 152 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781944860417		
Anthology Editions

AU$49.99

The Fixed Stars
Molly Wizenberg

NEW TO PB

An intense and moving memoir about changing identity, complex sexuality, and enduring
family relationships – now in paperback. At age 36, while serving on a jury, author Molly
Wizenberg found herself drawn to a female attorney. Married to a man for nearly a decade and
mother to a toddler, Wizenberg tried to return to her life as she knew it. Instead, she discovered
that the trajectory of our lives is rarely as smooth or as logical as we’d like to believe.
256 pages, 210 x 140 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781419747892		
Abrams Press

AU$24.99

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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Au rendez-vous des amis.
Bernhard Maaz

Selene Wendt

C lassical Modernism is an inexhaustible source of
inspiration for the generations of artists that followed. This
catalogue sheds new light on the relationship between
modern and contemporary art across the generations and
across the genres, through the encounter between the
artists featured in two outstanding collections. Artists
included: Artists: Francis Bacon, Max Beckmann, Huma
Bhabha, Louise Bourgeois, Max Ernst, Peter Fischli and
David Weiss, Rodney Graham, Florence Henri, Wassily
Kandinsky, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Kathe Kollwitz,
Jonathan Lasker, Sarah Lucas, Franz Marc, Henri Matisse,
Paulina Olowska, Pablo Picasso, Thomas Schütte, Kiki
Smith and Wolfgang Tillmans et. al.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
240 x 170mm • 176pp

9783777437668

$60.00

Building Berlin, Vol. 10

The contemporary artists featured in this book include John
Akomfrah, La Vaughn Belle, Manthia Diawara, Jeannette
Ehlers, Michelle Eistrup, Sasha Huber, Oceana James,
Patricia Kaersenhout, Grada Kilomba, Suchitra Mattai, and
Alberta Whittle, who are all at the forefront of decolonial
thinking. Through their artworks, they convey compelling
narratives that shed light on the entangled colonial histories
that connect Europe, Africa, the C aribbean and the
Americas. C ollectively, these artists provide crucial insight
into some of the lesser-known aspects of colonial history,
such as Norwegian involvement in the transatlantic slave
trade.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Colonial art • 240 x 180mm • 151pp

9788857245607

$49.99

Camille Henrot

Every year, the Architecture Berlin book series shows how
Berlin's architects apply their competence and creativity to
carry on the city's multi-layered architectural history. Every
year, they complete exciting buildings for art and culture,
develop new ideas for attractive living, design open spaces
and interiors, and carefully modernize the city's famous
architectural heritage. This volume presents a curated
selection of the most interesting new works. At the same
time, renowned and independent journalists and expert
authors take a critical look at the current building and urban
planning scene.

Braun Publishing AG • PB • Theory of architecture • 270 x 210mm • 192pp

9783037682609

Beyond the Door of No Return

$49.99

Celebrate Everything

Versatility is an attribute that can be used to describe more
than just Camille Henrot's individual works, which are at
home in numerous media. It is also the golden thread that
runs through the multifaceted richness of her entire oeuvre
insofar as the abundance of material can always be
experienced as an outer shell. Film and video, drawing,
object art and installation all seem to wear their hearts on
their sleeves in Henrot's work. It is this very individual sense
of sensuality that the illustrated book - the artist's first major
monograph - makes accessible.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 275 x 225mm •
322pp

9783775750622

$100.00

Cézanne

Celebrate Everything is the story of Oxford Pennant, a
designer & manufacturer of vintage wool & cotton pennants
that are inspired by American sports traditions. The book will
contain both the vintage source material and the company's
many collaborations with global brands such as Nike, Harley
Davidson, Warner Music and Facebook.

There are some collectors who through foresight and
dedication have built truly outstanding art collections and
shared them widely as part of public museums. Among
these were Samuel Courtauld in London and Rasmus Meyer
in Bergen. At the heart of each man's collection were single
artists who were their greatest passions: for Courtauld it was
Paul Cézanne and for Meyer, Edvard Munch. This unique
collaboration between KODE art museums in Bergen and
The Courtauld in London, celebrates these two remarkable
collectors and two great artists by showing masterpieces by
Cézanne in Bergen and Munch in London. This publication
not only presents ten key works from the collections, it also
brings them together with eye witness accounts from the
early years of his profound influence, seen through the lens
of the Norwegian art scene around 1900.

Counter-Print • HB • Graphic design • 220 x 185mm • 216pp
Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Painting & paintings • 284 x 280mm • 128pp

9781838186531

$49.99

9783775750554

$90.00

Cruz Novillo: Logos

Daniel Theiler

Cruz Novillo: Logos provides a comprehensive guide to an
important facet of Pepe Cruz Novillo's output, his logo
design; and in doing so proves the importance of this body
of work, both to Spain and the global design community.
This book offers inspiring content for any designer in this
field and those looking to explore Spanish corporate design.

The Mitte district of Berlin is marked by numerous
reconstructions of buildings, one of which is the newly
erected Humboldt Forum. Daniel Theiler has investigated
this quarter's cultural history and socio-cultural context,
while examining the manifestations of hierarchical power
politics. This has resulted in a series of works by the
artist/architect on the reconstruction of the Berlin Castle,
which plays a major role in this volume, entering into a
dialogue with interdisciplinary essays on the current
debates about reconstruction. This first comprehensive
catalogue of the artist's work compiles pieces from the last
five years.

Counter-Print • PB • Graphic design • 240 x 170mm • 216pp
Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 0pp

9780993581236

$49.99

Ed Atkins. Drawings for Children

9783775749183

$80.00

Elisabeth Neudörfl

Ed Atkins
Ed Atkins (born 1982) is a British contemporary artist best
known for his video art and poetry. He is currently based in
Berlin. Atkins lectures at Goldsmiths College in London and
has been referred to as "one of the great artists of our time"
by the Swiss curator Hans-Ulrich Obrist. On this
publication, he says: "The drawings collected here were
made weekday mornings over breakfast, then hidden in my
daughter's lunchbox."

Walther & Franz König • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 234 x 156mm •
212pp

9783960989912

$80.00

FGP Atelier

Hong Kong in 2020: It is a medical, economic and, above
all, political state of emergency - all at the same time. The
complexity of this crisis is difficult to put into words. But it
can be expressed in pictures. Elisabeth Neudörfl set off for
the lively metropolis to capture the situation on the ground
in photographs. She encountered a city deeply marked by
protests and its struggle for democracy, the intransigence
of power, and the onset of the Covid 19 pandemic.
Neudörfl's images were taken, for example, on the
demonstration routes and at the universities. Signs of
dystopia are everywhere: closed stores, streets without
traffic, deserted metro stations. The graffiti alone reflect the
conflicts and the changes in the city. With these images,
viewers are in a position to form their picture of the
catastrophe.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual photographers • 290 x 220mm • 224pp

9783775751025

$80.00

Florian Reinhardt

Francisco Gonzalez Pulido, Mark Lamster, Walker Thisted, Gergana Gonzalez-Pulido,
Mara Nuyens
FGP Atelier is a global practice led by Mexican architect
Francisco Gonzalez Pulido whose mission is to contribute
to social and economic advancement through the
alignment of the core principles of Design, Science and
Technology. Progression presents a series of projects and
related essays that illustrate the principles that guide the
work of FGP Atelier. Through examining these principles,
the themes, ideas, and goals that are common to the
projects emerge and provide a means of understanding
how a diverse set of buildings relate as well as what might
come next. The book is divided into three sections: Values,
Network, and Ambition.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual architects & architectural firms •
280 x 200mm • 624pp

9783775750578

$140.00

Snaps of exit signs: over a period of almost 10 years Florian
Reinhardt has shot altogether 1024 exit signs from all over
the world with his Iphone camera. These photos: deliberately
affectless, depersonalized, repetitious - deliver through
transgression and appropriation, in a world overwhelmed
with signs, a focused view on omnipresent and universal
signifiers of daily life. Rein- hardt explores the possibilities
Dada's iconoclastic principle by displaying industriallymanufactured objects from the view of an inverted telescope
and by placing them in a personal narrative context.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual photographers • 250 x 250mm • 160pp

9783775751049

$90.00

Gilles Peress: Whatever You Say, Say Nothing
Gilles Peress, Karina Eckmeier
In 1972, at the age of 26, Gilles Peress photographed the
British Army's massacre of Irish civilians on Bloody
Sunday. In the 1980s he returned to the North of Ireland,
intent on testing the limits of visual language and
perception to understand the intractable conflict. Whatever
You Say, Say Nothing, a work of "documentary fiction,"
organizes a decade of photographs across 22 fictional
"days" to articulate the helicoidal structure of history during
a conflict that seemed like it would never end. Held back
for 30 years and now eagerly anticipated, this ambitious
publication takes the language of documentary
photography to its extremes. Accompanying each copy is
Annals of the North, a text-and-image almanac to
Whatever You Say, Say Nothing, also published separately
by Steidl this season.

Steidl • HB • Individual photographers • 0pp

9783958295445

$760.00

Hendrik Beikirch

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Photographs: collections • 340 x 265mm • 176pp

$100.00

Hilma af Klint : The Five Notebook 1
Stolpe Publishing

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 280 x 230mm •
108pp

9783775747820

$59.99

A monograph on a globally-renowned graphic design
company from one of the leading female voices in graphic
design, packed full of work examples that will appeal to
designers and illustrators alike. The name 'Hey', is not only
a moniker for the company, but an ethos - a smile, a
surprise, a welcome shock to the system - and every form
of communication that comes out of their studio adheres to
this.

Counter-Print • PB • Illustration & commercial art • 240 x 170mm • 216pp

9780993581274

$49.99

Hilma af Klint : The Five Notebook 2
Stolpe Publishing

This sketchbook is an exact copy of one of 'The Five's'
sketchbooks of which Hilma af Klint was a founding member.
Each notebook contains four drawings made by the group;
the rest of the pages have been left blank for your own
notes, sketches and drawings. In 1896, Hilma af Klint and
four other like-minded women artists left the Edelweiss
Society and founded the 'Friday Group', also known as 'The
Five'. They met every Friday for spiritual meetings, including
prayers, studies of the New Testament, meditation and
séances. The medium exercised automatic writing and
mediumistic drawing. Eventually they established contact
with spiritual beings whom they called 'The High Ones'. In
1896, the five women began taking meticulous notes of the
mediumistic messages conveyed by the spirits.

Stolpe Publishing • HB • Stationery items • 310 x 260mm • 64pp

9789189069626

Hatje Cantz Verlag
A person's mien reveals the landscape of a life. In their
expressive presence, not only do the eyes speak, but every
detail of the face's features and folds tell of a life that has
been lived. Therefore, it may not be entirely surprising that
Giovanni Segantini, celebrated during his lifetime as a
landscape painter and an innovator in Alpine paintings, saw
the portrait as the noblest genre of art. It is all the more
astonishing that this theme has received very little attention
until now. The Segantini Museum in St. Moritz is now closing
this gap with an exhibition and this companion catalogue.
Assembled from private and public collections, this is the
first exhibit to present Segantini's impressive portraits. An
enchanting series of pictures, whose views of the models'
lives also provides insight into the artist's life as well.

Hey: Design & Illustration

Black and white are the hues that give Hendrik Beikirch's
painting its vivid plasticity. Contrast is not his major concern;
rather, it is the nuances of color that make his portraits and
landscapes so impressive and mesmerizing. This is
especially true of his Warrior series, for which he traveled
the world visiting crisis zones. Through his precise gaze we
see the faces of aged combatants and child soldiers who are
much too young. Their destinies are reflected in their eyes,
their fingers on the triggers of their weapons. The
monochrome expresses this powerful intensity. In every tiny
fold and movement, it recognizes what is special about
individual existence. The pictures possess an inherent,
intriguing intimacy that encourages thought as well as long
observation.

9783775750592

Giovanni Segantini als Porträtmaler / Giovanni Segantini ritrattista
(Bilingual edition)

$24.99

This sketchbook is an exact copy of one of 'The Five's'
sketchbooks of which Hilma af Klint was a founding member.
Each notebook contains four drawings made by the group;
the rest of the pages have been left blank for your own
notes, sketches and drawings. After ten years of esoteric
training with 'The Five', aged 43, Hilma af Klint accepted a
major assignment, the execution of The Paintings for the
Temple. This commission, which engaged the artist from
1906 to 1915, changed the course of her life. In 1908, Rudolf
Steiner, leader of the German Theosophical Society, held
several lectures in Stockholm. He also visited af Klint's
studio and saw some of the early Paintings for the Temple.
In 1913, Steiner founded the Anthroposophical Society,
which af Klint joined in 1920 and remained a member for the
rest of her life.

Stolpe Publishing • HB • Stationery items • 310 x 260mm • 64pp

9789189069633

$24.99

Io Milano

Jean Molitor

Carlo Mari
This striking photographic account by Carlo Mari portrays
the city of Milan at the time of its greatest exposure to
attack by an invisible yet insidious threat for which we were
all unprepared; the photographer's skill is in bringing a new
city back into the spotlight, one that is not bruised or
wounded in any way. Instead, it suggests a time that is
slowing down, not in efficiency but in ideas. The city is
reflecting, and making people think. Carlo Mari's lens also
testifies to a presence that is discreet but ever present: the
carabinieri, or police, who did not "control" the city during
this very delicate phase, but "accompanied" it through a
painful and difficult time.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual photographers • 300 x 200mm • 208pp

9788857244402

$85.00

Jim Dine: Electrolyte in Blue
Jim Dine

There is no question that the Bauhaus was the most
influential institution on architecture in the twentieth century.
But does this aesthetic legacy live on in buildings? In what
shape do we encounter it today, after about 100 years, in
changing cityscapes? The photographer Jean Molitor has
examined this question in depth all around the world. In his
new illustrated volume bau2haus, he tracks the architecture
that owes something to the Bauhaus and its special style
across the globe. In strongly contrasted black-and-white
photographs he draws attention to these fascinating
structures. Selected with a meticulous eye, the photos play
with perspective, perfectly balancing the openness and
existing volume of each building. The result is a vivid history
of architecture that readers will hardly be able to get enough
of.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Photographs: collections • 250 x 290mm • 160pp

9783775750523

$80.00

Jürgen Schilling
Jürgen Schilling

In Jim Dine's bluntly honest words, Electrolyte in Blue is a
"long hate poem" about "the evil in our now small world and
those who unleashed it," exploring themes of anti-Semitism,
racism, climate change, as well as the world leaders he
condemns, strong among them Donald Trump. Dine's fury
and disappointment are clear, yet his vision is not merely
bleak. He lays his words over luminous etchings, aquatints
and lithographs of botanical themes in buoyant color.
Luscious foliage, flowers, fruit and vegetables celebrate the
natural world and offer solace against the social, political
and environmental concerns which Dine voices. All in all
Electrolyte in Blue is a macabre and glorious document, dark
and light, full of compelling contradictions, and with Dine's
"dilemma of trying to stay human and alive under the
present circumstances" at its center.

Since the 1970s Jurgen Schilling has found inspiration in the
rough countryside between the Mediterranean, the
Corbieres and the Minervois, where the natural elements
can be experienced at first hand. Based on his studies of art
history and philosophy relating to the broad field of
landscape representation, he has created an oeuvre driven
by the imperative of doing justice to events and experiences.
Schilling uses in his work the raw materials and pigments
found on location. A first retrospective of his work was held
in Carcassonne in 2012.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
290 x 260mm • 192pp
Steidl • HB • Individual photographers • 320 x 240mm • 120pp

9783958297524

$140.00

Lipp & Leuthold

$90.00

Lost Horizons

The nature of art is-also-a dialectical one. This statement
usually tends to apply to the conversation between the
work and its viewer. Lipp & Leuthold, however, do not
leave it at that but explode the boundaries between
painting and sculpture with inexhaustible wit and elan. It
begins with the authorship, which must always be
considered in the plural, since it involves two artists. From
the first to the last detail, they work closely together,
blending and complementing each other in unique ways.
Each piece is evidence of genuine autonomy and a
dynamism that electrifies the process of observation. At the
same time each work is the product of an accomplished
sense of humor that reveals the aesthetic experience as an
exciting process of thinking about art and the market,
sense and nonsense.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
320 x 240mm • 216pp

9783775750530

9783777436876

$80.00

Udo Rein (b. 1960) is a video artist and painter and lives in
Munich. In his work he examines social and cultural
contrasts worldwide. His pictorial language starts out from
documentary film sequences and builds on fractal
constructions and deconstructions which he translates into
collages of film stills and oil and acrylic paints on wood
panels. Our society frequently presents us with polished
surfaces and clear structures. These serve as the starting
point for Udo Rein, whose pictorial compositions then lead
us deep into the back streets and abysses of our
worldviews. Looking beneath the veneer opens up
perspectives in a multi-faceted but also contradictory world
which is both erotic and mysterious. The lavishly illustrated
volume is the first comprehensive monograph on the artist's
impressive oeuvre.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 290 x 250mm •
160pp

9783777437972

$70.00

Louis Alphonse Poitevin

Lukas Glinkowski

Daniel Blau
For over 35 years Poitevin (1819-1882) experimented with
chemical and mechanical processes in order to make
photographs printable and more durable. Poitevin
recognised how important photography would become as a
means of illustrating printed books. He developed the first
practicable processes which could be applied in order to
make the printing of books illustrated with photos possible
for the very first time. This volume assembles photographs
and the results of experiments which permit a
comprehensive insight into Poitevin's work and which set
his achievements in a technical and art-historical context.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • PB • Photography & photographs • 250 x 185mm • 84pp

9783777437477

$60.00

Made Realities

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 216pp

9783775750479

$80.00

Marius Glauer

With Thomas Demand, Philip-Lorca diC orcia, Andreas
Gursky, and Jeff Wall, the exhibition spotlights four master
photographers whose visual constructions call into question
the possibilities and limits of human perception and the
photographic medium. Both in analogue and digital form,
these artists create unconventional perspectives on reality.
Their spectrum of subjects ranges from fleeting scenes of
daily life to enigmatic incidents and historic events. The point
of connection between the works lies in the artists' shared
intention to combine the traditional documentary aspect of
photography with fictional elements. In so doing, they
generate visual disruptions, encouraging viewers to question
their own impressions of reality.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
240 x 216mm • 120pp

9783777437781

In his first comprehensive monograph, Lukas Glinkowski
opens up insights into his visual world. His studio paintings
re-compose impressions and encounters from everyday life,
creating a visual mashup: citations from art history, comics,
and figures can be found on unusual backgrounds such as
ingrain wallpaper, tiles, or mirrors. Glinkowski creates room
to play with habitual ways of seeing and thinking. Viewers
can configure contexts by themselves. Still, it does not stop
with the process of viewing; visitors are often included in the
process of painting and rediscover their own seemingly
familiar world. Glinkowski's painting does not attempt to
explain, but instead poses many questions.

$50.00

Maurizio Galimberti. A gaze into the labyrinth of history

Marius Glauer focuses his attention on the borderline
between photography and sculpture. With his sculpturalbased photography, he traverses the entire material and
discursive range of what can be considered photography
today. Glauer's camera takes an intimate and revealing
look at his protagonists: glittering surfaces, objets trouvés
and flowers become hyperreal actors or monumental
facades. As expansive, three-dimensional assemblages,
his works simultaneously question the translatability of the
world into the two-dimensional medium of photography.
This monograph is the first to provide detailed insights into
the artist's experimental oeuvre and presents the groups of
works he produced over the course of the last decade.
Concise texts accompany and position his oeuvre in the
social and art-historical discourse.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 300 x 230mm •
296pp

9783775750660

$100.00

Mary Lovelace O'Neal
Emily A. Kuhlmann, Erin Jenoa Gilbert

A century of history portrayed through the photographic and
compositional perspective of Maurizio Galimberti. After his
renowned portraits of international celebrities and photos of
the Big Apple, after the incredible work he undertook in 2019
in producing his photographic book on Leonardo's Last
Supper, Maurizio Galimberti is embarking on a new venture:
to tell the story of a century of history from 1917 to 2018,
through his own very personal perspective.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual photographers • 380 x 300mm • 76pp

9788857245164

$60.00

Motherland

Cameron Books • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 356 x 305mm • 112pp

9781951836023

$55.00

Nicolas Boyer

Parangolé is an annual, independent journal that
challenges ideas on urbanization, design and architecture
by initiating a global dialogue on topics such as mobility,
migration, fluidity and multiplicity. The journal expands on
the cultural, social and political significance of what it
means to live in the city. The first issue of Parangolé, titled
Motherland, focuses on the space of habitation for those
who live in precarious and transitory conditions due to
economic hardship, conflict, and violence. People on the
move face unique challenges and vulnerabilities that must
be identified and addressed in urban settings. With
Motherland, researchers and practitioners are brought
together to think about these issues and their solutions.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Theory of architecture • 28pp

9783775750301

Examining the essential and influential art of Mary Lovelace
O'Neal, this survey of work spanning the last 30 years
celebrates the legacy of a teacher, mentor, and heroine for
many. As professor emerita of the University of CaliforniaBerkeley's Art Studio Department-a first for an African
American woman at the time-Lovelace O'Neal has become
renowned as an important educator and painter of activist
abstractions that have inspired countless artists in the Bay
Area, nationally, and globally. Constantly experimenting with
form, color, and figuration to engage in cultural and artistic
conversations on behalf of social justice, Mary Lovelace
O'Neal presents an oeuvre that continuously subverts the
expectations imposed on black artists, as well as defines the
cultural power of minimalism and abstract expressionism.

$80.00

Boyer's imagery not only hits the mark with precision but
also gets closer to the heart of the matter than the sharpest
pen can. The title of his book plays on the Japanese word
"giri," which denotes a social obligation. Boyer's Japan cycle
is a special masterpiece, for what he stages for the camera
is a Japan as seen through the cultural history of Europe imagined in the guise of exotic remoteness and crafty
stereotypes. Boyer's photographs confront this superficial
appearance with the reality on the ground as a clever
unmasking. While the view behind the curtain of one's own
imagination can also be oppressive, in Boyer's work,
however, it is infused at the same time with a subtle humor
that makes any critique of perception an absolute pleasure.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Individual photographers • 289 x 220mm • 256pp

9783775750974

$80.00

Others

Paulo Nazareth

The Other has always characterized human, psychological,
and material investigation, because it is impossible to fully
understand it, but at the same time it visualizes that part of
us that we are not willing to recognize. It begins exactly
where our consciousness ends; it invades the limit where
we are not, but where the realization of the Human is
accomplished, with its psychological and carnal zone. The
author wanted to explore the interstices-Other of fashion:
deconstruction, the post-human condition, the corporeality,
the ritual, the savage mind, and finally the inform
dimension, to dissect ravines still unexplored, because they
are imperceptible if investigated by a dimension conscious,
but they acquire immense weight if we move the analysis
of fashion to a strictly more unconscious, therefore
instinctive, therefore human level.

Skira Editore S.p.A • PB • History of art & design styles: from c 1900 - •
220 x 150mm • 224pp

9788857245379

$49.99

Photographs from the Ottoman Empire

Published to mark the artist's first solo US museum show,
Paulo Nazareth: Melee presents an engaging and timely
look at the artist's multifarious work. The exhibition, held at
the Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami in 2019, explored
how Nazareth's work engages the complex colonial and
racial histories of the Americas. An artist who works across
mediums, Nazareth uses performance and sculpture to
critique the colonial experience and its afterlives in Brazil
and the Americas. This beautifully produced volume offers
over one hundred color illustrations in addition to newly
commissioned scholarship. Paulo Nazareth: Melee is the
first exhaustive catalogue of Nazareth's work, solidifying his
place as one of today's most important global artists.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 267 x 216mm •
248pp

9783777437323

$80.00

Rinko Kawauchi: Illuminance
Rinko Kawauchi

The third volume of the series of Photographic Albums of the
Intesa Sanpaolo Historical Archives is devoted to a striking
and previously unpublished collection of photographs linked
to the history of the Banca Commerciale Italiana , a credit
institution that set up the Società Commerciale d'Oriente in
Geneva in 1907, together with a group of Venetian
entrepreneurs led by Giuseppe Volpi. Their aim was to
promote the financing of plants and infrastructure such as
railways, mines, electric power stations and shipping
companies in the Near East. The photographic narrative
begins in the Ottoman Empire of the early 20th century, and
ends with the outbreak of the First World War. It is centred
around the Nogara family, who followed the head of the
family to Constantinople.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual photographers • 240 x 240mm • 208pp

9788857245331

$49.99

Ten years after Illuminance initially published in 2011,
Aperture is delighted to bring this beloved book back into
print, retaining Rinko Kawauchi's original sequence and
signature melding of keenly observed gestures, quotidian
detail, and a finely honed palette. On the book's original
release, Alec Soth declared Illuminance "an exquisitely
produced monograph [that] should make Rinko a
household name." An expanded edition with additional
texts by curator David Chandler; philosopher Masatake
Shinohara; and Aperture's creative director, Lesley A.
Martin, this reissue contributes new context to and
perspective on Kawauchi's influential work. Extraordinarily
poetic, brimming with imagination and sensibility, and
following international acclaim, this exquisite ten-year
anniversary edition will entice lovers of photography once
again.

Aperture Foundation • HB • Individual photographers • 287 x 220mm • 382pp

9781597115148

$100.00

Rosa Barba

Sparano + Mooney Architecture

Rosa Barba

Michael Webb

The work of the Berlin-based artist and filmmaker Rosa
Barba is distinguished by her conceptual exploration of
film. In this publication she devises a progressive vision for
the cinema of the future. Barba translates questions of
composition and plasticity into precisely staged
arrangements that open up new ways of looking at both the
material and the conceptual conditions of the medium of
film. Starting with Barba's artistic research, this volume
deals with the concept of an anarchical organization of
filmic spaces-a work principle that could shape a new way
of thinking by destabilizing traditional cinematic structures.
Through this, the author undertakes a journey to an
imaginary political trope for today's cinema.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Individual film directors, film-makers • 210 x 140mm •
176pp

9783775750271

$45.00

Spatial Affairs

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Theory of architecture • 305 x 216mm • 292pp

9783775750585

$120.00

Starting From Language

The catalogue Spatial Affairs aims to investigate the
relation and interdependence of physical and digital
presence via Modern, Conceptual and Contemporary
works of art and manifestos.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Individual artists, art monographs • 235 x 165mm •
208pp

9783775750844

The American architectural firm of Sparano + Mooney in
Salt Lake City, Utah and Los Angeles, CA, stands for
sustainable and innovative buildings that are harmoniously
embedded in spectacular mountain landscapes. In this
volume, architectural critic Michael Webb presents ten
projects with the aid of photographs, drawings, sketches
and texts, visualizing the process by which architectural
ideas are conceived and realized. The firm's models,
sketches, conceptual drafts and fully executed buildings
offer thoughtful perspective on developing architecture that
thrives on the relationship between concept and place.
Accompanying essays relate the buildings to their regional
contexts and also highlight analogies to Land Art.

$55.00

In a 1985 series of "Lectures on one's own country:
Germany", given at the Munich Kammerspiele, Joseph
Beuys said that he developed his work "from language." He
regarded language as equal to visual art-a flexible material
through which every individual could physically,
intellectually, and communicatively participate in the
process of re-ordering society. His exploration of language
ranges from silence to hours of debate, from animal
sounds to precise discussions of concepts and puzzling
writings. Accordingly, the chapters are divided into the
themes of "silence," "sounds," "concepts," "writing,"
"mystery," "legends," and "speech." Both exhibition and
catalogue assemble sculptures, drawings, installations,
films, posters, and documents from the Nationalgalerie, the
Sammlung Marx, the Kupferstichkabinett, and the Art
Library of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • PB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
270 x 200mm • 208pp

9783775750387

$80.00

Sven Jacobsen

Swiss Press Award 21 Yearbook
Michael von Graffenried

The photo book Like Birds by photographer Sven Jacobsen
takes us back to a carefree time of youthful self-awareness,
to a summer full of adventure. In their immediacy, a timeless
dimension develops in his photographs of youngsters
experimenting; exuberantly jumping into the water;
clambering around on fences, poles, and dunes; being silly;
kissing; skateboarding; or simply lying in the tall grass. In
this way, the lakes, dunes, or apartments depicted become
places in a collective memory. The spherical landscapes
captured in this way-the snapshots of free youth with its
beauty, its chaos, its silence, and its loudness-quickly
develop a narrative pull. What looks like a light-hearted
summer snapshot on the surface may suddenly touch
deeper layers of the subconscious.

Hatje Cantz Verlag • HB • Photographs: collections • 300 x 240mm • 208pp

9783775750325

$100.00

Tammam Azzam

The Swiss Press Award 21 Yearbook presents the most
exceptional Swiss journalism from 2020. The first part of the
book "Swiss Press Award 21" showcases this year's winners
of Switzerland's national media award, which honours
outstanding journalism across all media and is presented
annually by the independent and non-profit Reinhardt von
Graffenried Foundation, dedicated to the promotion of local,
national and international reporting since its foundation in
2009. The second and larger section "Swiss Press Photo
21" brings together the best Swiss photography of 2020,
capturing the year's formative events in complex and
individualistic works selected by the international Swiss
Press Photo jury in the categories of News, Daily Life, Swiss
Stories, People, Sports and World.

Steidl • HB • Individual photographers • 286 x 202mm • 208pp

9783958298842

$50.00

The Glass Ark

Mamuka Bliadze, Avinoam Shalem
Stirring paintings, colourful picture collages made from
countless scraps of paper, moving photo collages - the art of
Tammam Azzam is multi-faceted, political and topical. The
publication provides a comprehensive overview of the
oeuvre of the Syrian artist and describes his career over the
past 20 years. Twenty years of the life and work of Tammam
Azzam - from Syria and Damascus via Dubai to
Delmenhorst and Berlin, where the artist has lived and
worked since 2018. The volume Bilder ohne Namen /
Untitled Pictures traces Tammam Azzam's life and his art,
from the early reduced paintings via the digital
photomontages and the large-format pictorial collages to his
latest acrylic pictures. Azzam's iconic pictorial inventions
engrave themselves into our memory.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 290 x 260mm •
192pp

9783777438023

$90.00

The Panza Collection

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 180 x 240mm •
316pp

$80.00

Timm Rautert

9788857245201

$100.00

This book presents the 16th century cartoons of Gaudenzio
Ferrari and his school, a valuable collection that arrived at
the Pinacoteca dell'Accademia Albertina in Turin in 1832, as
a donation from King Charles Albert of Savoy. It consists of
a collection of fiftynine preparatory drawings, some quite
large, which mainly relate to important paintings by
Gaudenzio Ferrari, Bernadino Lanino, Gerolamo Giovenone
and Giuseppe Giovenone the Younger. This is a unique
collection of cartoons that has remained preserved for
centuries despite its fragility, and that enables us to enter the
workshops of the 16th century to find out about art education
in the Renaissance, before the arrival of the modern
Academies of Fine Arts.

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Individual artists, art monographs • 310 x 240mm •
160pp

9788857244754

$80.00

Tomás Esson

Timm Rautert

Gean Moren

This book celebrates the most famous typeface of renowned
German graphic designer and typographer Otto "Otl" Aicher
(1922-1991), and the Rotis font family. An essay by
typographer and design historian Dan Reynolds explores the
creation and aesthetics of the Rotis font family, including
Rotis grotesk, Rotis semi-grotesk, Rotis semi-antiqua and
Rotis antiqua-altogether 17 font styles; while former design
professor Oliver Klimpe examines Rotis the place from
today's globalized perspective: of a different ecological and
political era, off the beaten track yet privileged, in the heart
of West Germany. otl aicher / rotis is published in
anticipation of the hundredth anniversary of Aicher's birth in
2022.

Steidl • HB • Individual photographers • 230 x 175mm • 160pp

9783958298750

Skira Editore S.p.A • HB • Exhibition catalogues & specific collections •
305 x 235mm • 320pp

The Renaissance cartoons of the Accademia Albertina

Ten years after the death of the art collector Giuseppe
Panza di Biumo and twenty years since his collection at Villa
Menafoglio Litta Panza was opened to the public, the book
describing the collection, conceived and created by Panza
himself, is being reissued: over 150 works by American
artists, inspired by the themes of light and colour, living in
harmony in the age-old spaces of the Villa, with the
Renaissance furnishings and the fine collections of African
and pre-Columbian art. Panza's book - also published by
Skira - is now re-issued in a slipcase together with a second
volume that describes the evolution of the Villa and the
Collection from 2002 to 2020. It features site-specific
installations by Robert Irwin, James Turrell and Robert
Wilson, the spectacular rooms of light by Dan Flavin and the
moving tribute to Ground Zero by Wim Wenders.

9788857245270

Amulets, princely toys, gifts or tokens of love, the pride of
an artisan or glassmaker...glass animals have never been
mere ornaments. The ones from Murano have preserved
traces of their ancient meanings, which is what beguiled
Pierre Rosenberg, a leading collector of these small yet
precious objets d'art. The 20th century gave birth to a vast
bestiary of glass that derived from virtually every sector of
international artisanal production. These glass animals
from Murano, whose richness and variety are revealed by
the exhibition scheduled in Venice and the accompanying
catalogue, are from the Pierre Rosenberg Collection, one
of the most extraordinary, technically virtuosic and wideranging of its kind, with some wonderful touches of
humour.

$60.00

Tomás Esson: The GOAT is the first monograph of AfroCuban artist Tomás Esson. It features paintings created over
a span of thirty-five years and showcases a distinct style that
overflows with energy, biting humor, and suggestive
narratives that often involve highly sexualized, monstrous
creatures alongside the heroes of the Cuban Revolution.
Alongside his works this publication provides newly
commissioned scholarship and reprints of critical texts that
are no longer in circulation, proof that Esson is one of
Cuba's most important post-Revolutionary artists, whose
work remains timely today.

Hirmer Verlag GmbH • HB • History of art & design styles: from c 1900 - •
254 x 203mm • 296pp

9783777438085

$80.00

NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
A voyage of discovery, seeking other
worlds to answer one of life’s great
questions: are we alone?

Aliens and other Worlds: True Tales from Our Solar System and Beyond
FOR AGES 8-12
Lisa Harvey-Smith (Illustrated By Tracie Grimwood)

Did life on Earth arrive on a meteorite from outer space? Are there living beings on planets beyond our
solar system? If they are out there, what might these aliens look like? Would they be smart, curious, scared?
Would they even want to meet us?
Revealing the wonders of scientific inquiry, astrophysicist and best-selling author Lisa Harvey-Smith guides
Earthlings young and old through our search for alien life. On the way, she considers where our best chances
are to find any galactic neighbours; ponders whether they might already be living among us; and looks at
what we might learn about aliens from life at Earth’s extremes. Asking all the important questions, answering
some and explaining why others need further investigation, Aliens and Other Worlds explores the mystery
of life beyond Earth.
The Secret Life of Stars
SOR FOR
AU$34.99
12 MONTHS
FROM
ISBN: 9781760761226

120 pages, 230 x 165 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781760761165		
Thames & Hudson Australia

30/10/21

AU$29.99
Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Mr Filkins in the Desert
Quentin Blake

FOR AGES 3-5

When Mr Filkins sets off for his 90th birthday party he
has no idea how eventful the journey will be. Crossing
the desert to visit his family, armed only with a picnic, a
walking stick and an umbrella, Mr Filkins faces (and hides
from) many remarkable dangers. Luckily he has in his
backpack something quite ordinary that turns out to have
extraordinary powers.
With this characteristically beautiful new story, celebrated
author and illustrator Quentin Blake shows us, with the
wisdom born of a lifetime observing human and other
creatures, that small acts of kindness are the stuff of life.
32 pages, 280 x 214 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781849767507		

Tate

AU$29.99
The Weed
AU$24.99
ISBN: 9781849766883

The Sister Who Ate Her Brothers:
And Other Gruesome Tales
Jen Campbell

SOR FOR
12 MONTHS
FROM 30
OCTOBER
2021

FOR AGES 9+

Fourteen of the most gruesome fairy tales from around the
world are re-told for contemporary readers and restored to
their original, grisly versions.
Jen Campbell’s collection of terrifyingly gruesome tales lends a
modern edge to fairy tale collections for young readers. Drawing
on her extensive knowledge of fairy tale history, Campbell’s
stories undo the censoring, gender stereotyping and twee
endings of more modern children’s fairy tales, to return both
classic and little-known stories to their grim versions, whilst
celebrating a diverse range of characters.
Featuring 14 short stories from around the globe, The Sister Who
Ate Her Brothers is illustrated by Canadian comic artist Adam
de Souza. De Souza’s brooding illustrations are a highly original
blend of 19th-century Gothic engravings and moody film noir
graphic novels. Beautifully produced in a hardback format with a
blood red ribbon marker, this book is a truly thrilling gift.
120 pages, 240 x 172 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9780500652589		
Thames & Hudson

AU$29.99

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300

e enquiries@thameshudson.com.au

f 1800 664 477

e adscs@alliancedist.com.au
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NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Vegetables in Holiday Underwear
Jared Chapman

FOR AGES 0-5
NEW TO BB

Celebrate all of your favorite holiday traditions in this silly romp that’s sure to make
kids giggle (and want new undies!) – now in board book! There’s underwear for every
day of the week and every month of the year. But come December, Pea proclaims to
everyone who will listen that it’s his favorite time of the year! When Pea goes a little
bit overboard, Broccoli is there to remind him what the season is all about.
22 pages, 178 x 178 mm (Board Book)
ISBN: 9781419752803			

Little Pea’s Grand Journey
Davide Cali (Illustrated By Sébastien Mourrain)

Abrams Appleseed

AU$11.99

FOR AGES 4-6

What is the best solution to a creative dry spell? A grand journey!
Little Pea illustrates stamps for a living. He has painted insects, tomatoes, cars, and
flowers. But what should he draw next? Short on inspiration, he sets off on a great journey
and a quest for ideas in his bright red plane. Who knows where he will land!
36 pages, 242 x 191 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781990252020		

Milky Way

AU$21.99
Hooves or Hands
Rosie Haine

FOR AGES 3+

What would you rather have? Hooves or hands? Four legs or two? Eat food or hay?
Say yay or neigh? Following Rosie Haine’s acclaimed debut picture book, It Isn’t
Rude to be Nude, comes Hooves or Hands, a brilliantly funny tale (or should that be
tail?) about imagination and self-belief. Beautifully illustrated in Haine’s distinct style,
Hooves or Hands light-heartedly teaches children the wonder of their imagination.
Funny, stunning, and always surprising, this book is teeming with charming ideas
about the difference between horses and humans.

ISBN: 9781849767583

32 pages, 208 x 276 mm (HB)		

Penguin Party Problems
Alice Horn

AU$24.99

Tate

FOR AGES 5+

It’s that time of year again and Penguin is trying to plan a party for baby penguin. He
heads to the supermarket to get some fish – everyone loves fish! But then Giraffe
texts him to say he only likes leaves! So off Penguin goes back to the supermarket.
After many texts and trips to the supermarket Penguin finally gets home. But now
what should he make with all this food?! And will everyone enjoy the party?
32 pages, 240 x 240 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781849767644		

Tate

AU$24.99

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services

t +61 3 9646 7788

t +61 2 4390 1300
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NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Fantastic Flying Competition
Tjibbe Veldkamp and Sebastiaan Van Doninck

FOR AGES 5+

Welcome to The Fantastic Flying Competition for birds! In a gorgeous whacky-race-style
story join this motley menagerie of hawks, chickens, owls, bats, toucans and many more
flying animals as they all compete to be the winner of The Fantastic Flying Competition!
With every flying contraption under the sun, who’s invention will take them to the finish
line and who will be trailing behind?
32 pages, 340 x 255 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781849767613		

Tate

AU$24.99

In the Darkness of the Night
Emily Rand

FOR AGES 4+
NEW TO PB

In the Darkness of the Night takes the reader through the sounds that a young child hears
whilst curled up in bed waiting to fall asleep. From the familiar, reassuring noises of the
family and the home including muffled voices and humming pipes. Emily Rand takes us
on a gentle journey through the night, looking at all the sounds and activity that happen
whilst you’re tucked up warm in your bed!
32 pages, 260 x 203 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781849767804		

Tate

AU$13.99

How the Stars Came to Be
Poonam Mistry

FOR AGES 5+
NEW TO PB

The Fisherman’s Daughter loved to dance in the sunlight, and bathe in the glow of the
moon, but when the moon disappeared for a few nights each month, she worried about
how her father would find his way home from the sea. One night the sun finds her sobbing
and so he takes one of his rays and smashes it onto the ground, creating the stars and
gives the girl the task of putting them into the dark night sky.
32 pages, 286 x 233 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781849767811		

Tate

Meet the Artist: Georgia O’Keeffe
Marina Munn

AU$13.99
FOR AGES 9-11

Come and meet Georgia O’Keeffe, one of the twentieth century’s most significant
American artists. Explore O’Keeffe’s unique perspective as you draw, paint, and play
your way through activities based on her artwork, and discover how to use art to
express your own view of the world. Meet Georgia O’Keeffe is bursting with inspiring
activities based on some of the artist’s key pieces, which are reproduced in full color.
32 pages, 248 x 280 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781849767736		

Tate

AU$14.99

Represented by: Thames & Hudson Australia
Orders: Alliance Distribution Services
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NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Dorothy & Herbert: An Ordinary Couple and Their Extraordinary
Collection of Art
Jackie Azúa Kramer (Illustrated By Julia Breckenreid) FOR AGES 5-7
In the heart of Manhattan lived a librarian and a postal clerk who loved art so much
that they collected it. Over the years, Dorothy and Herbert brought home hundreds of
works of art to their small, empty-walled apartment, much to the curiosity and delight
of their eight cats and tank of fish.
40 pages, 254 x 292 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781951836214		

Cameron Kids

Alex and Alex
Ziggy Hanaor

AU$29.99

FOR AGES 2+

Alex and Alex have lots of things in common, but they are also very different! This is a book
for very young readers introducing ideas of gender neutrality and tolerance of difference.
Neither character is identified as a boy or a girl, and the activities that each one enjoys is
a mix of traditional ‘boy’ and ‘girl’ things. Charming, stripped back illustration illuminates
the shared human experience and is also accessible to children ages 2 and up.
32 pages, 263 x 214 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781800660113		

Cicada

AU$24.99

We All Celebrate!
Chitra Soundar

FOR AGES 6+

Beautiful, untold, and unique celebrations from around the world. We all celebrate
birthdays and friendships, the onset of seasons, religious events and national holidays.
Our celebrations are full of colour, specially prepared food and good cheer. We All
Celebrate introduces some less mentioned celebrations from around the world to
children, among those that are well known and bring good memories.
32 pages, 275 x 240 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781910328675		

Tiny Owl

Forty Winks: A Bedtime Adventure
Kelly DiPucchio (Illustrated By Lita Judge)

AU$25.00
FOR AGES 4-8

When the sun sets on this mouse family’s house, it’s the start of a bedtime routine for
the ages! Come along as all 38 Wink children have snacks and baths, brush their teeth,
read stories, and finally, finally settle down to sleep. This rollicking, rhyming story from
the award-winning pair Kelly DiPucchio and Lita Judge is the perfect read-aloud for
parents and their wiggly little ones to share before bedtime.
40 pages, 280 x 229 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419745522		

Abrams BYR

AU$29.99
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NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Your Legacy: A Bold Reclaiming of Our Enslaved History
FOR AGES 4-8
Schele Williams (Illustrated By Tonya Engel)
Beginning in Africa before 1619, Your Legacy presents an unprecedentedly accessible,
empowering, and proud introduction to African American history for children. While
your ancestors’ freedom was taken from them, their spirit was not; this book celebrates
their accomplishments, acknowledges their sacrifices, and defines how they are
remembered and how their stories should be taught.
48 pages, 280 x 229 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419748752		

Abrams BYR

AU$29.99

FOR AGES 10-14
A Man Called Horse:
John Horse and the Black Seminole Underground Railroad
Glennette Tilley Turner

John Horse was a famed chief, warrior, tactician, and diplomat who played a dominant role in
Black Seminole affairs for half a century. A Man Called Horse focuses on the little-known life
of Horse while also putting into historical perspective the larger story of Native Americans
and especially Black Seminoles, helping to connect the missing “dots” in this period.
112 pages, 204 x 140 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419749339		
Abrams BYR

AU$24.99

Crazy Horse and Custer: Born Enemies
S. D. Nelson

FOR AGES 10-14

With photographs and stunning illustrations from acclaimed author-artist S.D. Nelson,
this thrilling double biography juxtaposes the lives of two enemies whose conflict
changed American history: Crazy Horse and George Custer. Nelson’s gripping narrative
and signature illustration style, along with a mix of period photographs and paintings,
shines light on two men whose conflict forever changed Lakota and US history.
144 pages, 229 x 178 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419731938		
Abrams BYR

Bones Unearthed! (Creepy and True #3)
Kerrie Logan Hollihan

AU$29.99
FOR AGES 10-14

Bones Unearthed!, book 3 of the Creepy and True series, investigates remarkable discoveries
of skeletal remains and what they reveal about human civilization. Combining fascinating
history with science, award-winning author Kerrie Logan Hollihan unearths the truth about
famous bones by exploring forensic evidence, archaeology, anthropology, medicine, and
folklore.
208 pages, 210 x 140 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419755354		
Abrams BYR

AU$24.99
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NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
Fresh
Margot Wood

FOR AGES 14+

Some students enter their freshman year of college knowing exactly what they want to do
with their lives. Elliot McHugh is not one of those people. But picking a major is the last thing
on Elliot’s mind when she’s too busy experiencing all that college has to offer – from dancing
all night at off-campus parties, to testing her RA Rose’s patience, to making new friends, to
having the best sex one can have on a twin-sized dorm room bed.
352 pages, 210 x 140 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419748134		
Amulet Books

One Dead Spy: A Revolutionary War Tale
Nathan Hale

AU$29.99
FOR AGES 8-12

Experience the New York Times bestselling graphic novel-now as a deluxe, oversized
edition featuring 15 brand-new pages of mini-comics. Nathan Hale (the author’s namesake)
was America’s first spy, a Revolutionary War hero who famously said “I only regret that I
have but one life to lose for my country” before being hanged by the British. In this book
he presents history’s roughest, toughest, strangest stories.
144 pages, 254 x 188 mm (HB)
ISBN: 9781419757266		
Amulet Books

AU$29.99

The Stitchers (Fright Watch #1)
Lorien Lawrence

FOR AGES 10-14
NEW TO PB

The spine-chilling middle-grade horror that Stephen King called “the perfect book for kids to
cool off with on a hot summer day, because the chills come guaranteed”. Thirteen-year-old
Quinn Parker knows that there’s something off about her neighbors. They’ve lived on Goodie
Lane for as long as she can remember, but they never seem to age. Are they vampires?
Aliens? Getting secret experimental surgeries? Or is Quinn’s imagination running wild again?
288 pages, 204 x 140 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781419756061		
Amulet Paperbacks

AU$13.99

Ronan Boyle and the Swamp of Certain Death (Ronan Boyle #2)
FOR AGES 8-12
Thomas Lennon (Illustrated By John Hendrix)

Now in paperback, the second book in the hilarious New York Times bestselling middle
grade series set in the world of law-breaking leprechauns and other magical creatures from
actor and writer Thomas Lennon. Ronan Boyle may be the youngest and lowliest recruit to
the secret Garda, but he’s determined to save his captain from the harpy that dragged her
into Tir Na Nog at the end of book one.

NEW TO PB

352 pages, 203 x 135 mm (PB)
ISBN: 9781419747014		
Amulet Paperbacks
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AUSTRALIAN FASHION BACKLIST

ALL SOR FOR 12 MONTHS FROM 31 OCTOBER 2021
Step Into Paradise

Released in 2019, Step into Paradise explores the compelling stories
and creative practice of iconic designers Jenny Kee and Linda Jackson,
whose pioneering style created a bold and unashamedly Australian
fashion identity. Developed in close collaboration with Jenny and
Linda, it was the first in-depth survey capturing the dynamic energy of
their partnership and drawing on over four decades of their work and
archives, including more than 150 garments, textiles, photographs
and artworks.
The abiding friendship and game-changing collaboration between
the two creatives is also vividly rendered in award-winning director
Amanda Blue’s documentary of the same name, showing at the 2021
Sydney Film Festival.

WATCH THE FILM:
Step Into Paradise is showing at the

BUY THE BOOK:

Step Into Paradise

Sydney Film Festival

AU$59.99
ISBN: 9781760760458

Romance Was Born
Anna Plunkett and Luke Sales

18–29 August 2021
RELEASED 2018

A celebration of iconic Australian fashion label Romance Was Born and its aweinspiring fusion of fashion and art.
Larger than life, utterly original and mind-glowingly beautiful, the creativity of
Australia’s quietly achieving, quirky but supremely talented fashion duo is an
honour to behold. Anna Plunkett and Luke Sales believe in fashion as fantasy and
create exquisite clothing that makes us all dare to dream..
Romance Was Born (HB)
AU$70.00
ISBN: 9780500501153

Akira Isogawa
Georgina Safe and Akira Isogawa

RELEASED 2018

Akira Isogawa delves into the creative world of one of Australia’s best known and
most loved designers. Beautifully illustrated and with more than 50 garments, it
explores the background, inspirations, impulses and cultural references that have
contributed to the making of a fashion original.
Born in Kyoto, Japan, Akira arrived in Australia as a young man. Over 25 years, Akira
Isogawa’s signature East-West fusion, manipulation of fabric, form and distinctive
‘fold’ design element have captivated fashion audiences around the world.
Akira Isogawa (PB)
AU$80.00
ISBN: 9781760760182
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